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2010 review of tva’s 2008 environmental Policy



TVA’s Environmental Policy establishes a framework to 
guide decision-making and future strategic development 
and is reviewed every other year by the TVA Board of 
Directors. The results of the 2010 biennial review indicate 
that TVA’s 2008 Environmental Policy remains consistent 
with the stated Board strategy and policy and does not 
require a revision at this time. 

The review identified areas where TVA has made progress 
in meeting its Environmental Policy objectives and areas 
where it faces challenges that need to be managed. 
These areas of progress and challenge are described in 
this report and presented along with the policy principles 
to which they relate. They are identified throughout this 
document with this reference:  

The original text from the 2008 Environmental Policy has 
not been modified and is included in its entirety in this 
review document.

2010 comments based on Environmental Policy review
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ChAIRMAN DENNIS BOTTORFF of Nashville, Tenn., serves as chairman 
and partner of Council Ventures, a venture capital firm. He was chairman 
of AmSouth Bancorporation in Nashville until his retirement in 2001 
and previously was chief executive officer of First American Bank. 

MARILyN A. BROWN of Atlanta, Ga., is a professor of energy policy 
at the Georgia Institute of Technology School of Public Policy and 
a distinguished visiting scientist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
The author of more than 200 publications, she was a co-recipient of 
the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize for her work with the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change.   

MIKE DUNCAN of Inez, Ky., is chairman, chief executive officer and 
director of Community Holding Co. and chairman, chief executive 
officer and director of Inez Deposit Bank. He is a director of the 
regional Center for Rural Development. 

ThOMAS GILLILAND of Blairsville, Ga., recently retired as executive 
vice president, general counsel and secretary of United Community 
Banks Inc. He is a former chief of staff to Georgia Lt. Gov. Pierre 
Howard and served as chairman of the Stone Mountain Authority 
under Georgia Govs. Roy Barnes and Sonny Perdue. 

BIShOP WILLIAM GRAVES of Memphis, Tenn., is presiding bishop of 
the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. He was previously pastor of 
the Phillips Temple CME Church of Los Angeles. He is the immediate 
past president of the board of the National Congress of Black Churches 
and a former member of the board of Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division. 

BARBARA S. hASKEW of Chattanooga, Tenn., served Middle 
Tennessee State University as distinguished professor of economics 
for eight years. She also provided leadership for more than 20 years 
as chair of the department of economics and finance, dean of the 
college of business administration, and vice president and provost  
of the university. She previously managed TVA’s Rate Staff for  
eight years.

NEIL MCBRIDE of Oak Ridge, Tenn., is a public-interest advocate 
and national leader in the field of public interest law. He is general 
counsel with the Legal Aid Society of Middle Tennessee and the 
Cumberlands, a nonprofit law firm that gives free legal help in civil 
cases to people in need. He is also an adjunct professor at the 
University of Tennessee College of Law.

WILLIAM B. SANSOM of Knoxville, Tenn., has been chairman and 
chief executive officer of the H.T. Hackney Co. since 1983. Hackney 
is a diversified company involved in wholesale grocery and furniture 
manufacturing. He previously served on the TVA Board from 2006 to 
2009 and was chairman from 2006 to 2008. 

hOWARD ThRAILKILL of Huntsville, Ala., retired as president and 
chief operating officer of Adtran, Inc., in Huntsville, which supplies 
equipment for telecommunications service providers and corporate 
end-users. Previously, he was president and chief executive officer of 
the firm Floating Point Systems.

The TVA Board



Message from the CEO

Stewardship of the Tennessee Valley

May 2008 – We are very much aware of the impact that the tennessee valley authority’s operations have on the 

environment, and we are working in partnership with others to further the region’s environmental quality. in fulfilling 

its historic mission, tva has contributed to the region’s economic progress by meeting an ever-increasing demand for 

electricity while significantly reducing its impact on the environment. yet, we recognize that greater challenges lie ahead 

to meet higher environmental standards and ensure the finite water and land resources under our stewardship are 

available for future generations.

the annual demand for electricity in the tva service region is forecast to grow more than the national average. to offset 

the impact of meeting this demand, we are increasing our efforts in energy efficiency to reduce demand growth, investing 

in lower-carbon generating sources for meeting any additional growth, and lowering emissions from our current generating 

plants. this approach will help us improve performance and be proactive in our environmental stewardship responsibilities, 

while meeting the demand for more power at an affordable cost. however, future decisions to take further actions in these 

areas could put an upward pressure on power rates. 

this policy sets out environmental objectives that help us make decisions about our business and identifies 

areas that allow tva to produce cleaner, still-affordable electricity and provide environmental leadership in partnership 

with our stakeholders. We have established this policy because i, and all the people at tva, appreciate the opportunity 

to provide cleaner power to you and your family now and in the generations to come.

Tom Kilgore
President and Chief executive officer
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August 2010 – TVA has completed the first biennial review of the 2008 Environmental Policy. The review was conducted by 
assessing the alignment of the policy with TVA’s mission and strategy, evaluating major changes in the internal and external 
environment, and documenting progress toward policy objectives. The review also included TVA’s financial reports, public 
information statements, major operational and capital investment planning assumptions, regulatory outlook, and initiatives 
to update TVA’s Strategic Plan. It recognized that work under way on a new TVA Integrated Resource Plan and a Natural 
Resource Plan will provide the appropriate level of environmental assessment to support the policy when those efforts are 
completed. Progress is being made on all of the policy’s environmental objectives, critical success factors and performance 
measures. The Environmental Policy review is reflected in annotated notes that address highlights and hard spots specific to 
each strategic objective, as well as general comments. 

The results of this review indicate that TVA’s 2008 Environmental Policy remains consistent with the stated board strategy 
and policy and does not require a revision at this time. 

Anda A. Ray
Environmental Executive and Senior Vice President
Environment and Technology

August 2010 – The biennial assessment of the 2008 Environmental Policy has been reviewed by TVA’s Board of Directors as required 
in the policy. The 2008 policy continues to reflect TVA’s current environmental intentions and serve as a guide for strategic and 
operational decision-making. 

Kimberly S. Greene
Group President
Strategy and External Relations
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Executive Summary
TVA is engaged in responding to the Kingston Fossil Plant 
dike failure that occurred in December 2008, when over 
five million cubic yards of ash were released into the Emory 
River and Watts Bar Reservoir and onto adjacent lands. By 
the end of May 2010, TVA had removed all time-critical ash 
from the river. That is, it had taken all the necessary steps 
to protect public health and the environment, restore flow 
to the river and minimize further movement of the ash. The 
ongoing recovery and restoration efforts underscore TVA’s 
commitment to environmental stewardship. 

Following the ash spill, TVA announced plans to end the 
wet storage of ash and gypsum at all of its fossil plants in 
the next eight to 10 years. Its goal is to create the safest 
and most thoroughly inspected impoundments in the 
industry. Even though the ash spill was not due to any 
deficiencies in the Environmental Policy, TVA has initiated 
and is implementing a broad set of actions in the areas of 
organization structure; governance and accountability; risk 
management; and policies and procedures to address the 
shortcomings that contributed to the event.

Progress has been made toward increasing the amount of 
power TVA generates from non- or low-emitting sources 
while reducing peak demand and increasing energy  
efficiency. Issues related to more stringent regulations for 
carbon emissions are being addressed along with new 
clean air controls. TVA’s continued investments have  
successfully reduced emissions of sulfur dioxide and  
nitrogen oxides at the fossil plants. however, complying 
with new and more-stringent regulations may present 
additional challenges in the future. Regulatory changes 
could also affect TVA’s recycling of coal ash by-products. 

As part of its resource stewardship responsibilities, TVA 
has implemented several water quality improvement 
projects. It faces operational challenges related to thermal 
compliance (the regulation of water temperatures in cooling 
water discharged from power plants) and the escalating 
number of new water-related regulatory initiatives.

To improve the management of public lands and strengthen 
stakeholder relationships, TVA has standardized and 
centralized many programs. It is working to improve land 
conditions and perform land assessments in order to 
minimize environmental liabilities. however, a comprehensive 
mineral rights policy has not been developed. This policy 
action is under review.

TVA is developing its Integrated Resource Plan, a 
comprehensive study of alternatives for meeting 
the electrical energy needs of the Tennessee Valley 
over the next 20 years while achieving environmental 
sustainability. It is formulating its Natural Resource Plan, 
which will evaluate the implementation of TVA’s reservoir 
land planning; natural resource and water resource 
management; and recreation processes and strategies.

In June 2010, TVA submitted its Strategic Sustainability 
Performance Plan to the U.S. Office of Management and 
Budget, as directed by Executive Order 13514, Federal 
Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic  
Performance. 

TVA continues to implement the Environmental Policy, 
emphasizing the three issues that are important from the 
perspective of its customers and stakeholders: maintaining 
affordable rates; expanding collaboration, outreach 
and education; and furthering the quality of life in the 
Tennessee Valley.

2010 comments based on Environmental Policy Review
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On August 20, 2010, TVA’s Board of Directors restated TVA’s vision:
To become one of the nation’s leading providers of low-cost and cleaner energy by 2020. 

The focus on “Enhance, Protect and Reduce” aligns TVA’s Environmental Policy with this newly stated vision.

2010 comments based on Environmental Policy Review

Exhibit 1.2 
TVA will lead in reducing the environmental impact of its operations and in protecting and enhancing the Valley’s natural resources.

PROTECT – Foster 
     public health and 
        safety by improving 
          air and water 
           quality and 
             protecting the 
             Valley’s natural 
             resources

REDUCE – Reduce consumption of water 
resources and the generation of waste and 

by-products for a sustainable future

                    ENHANCE – Enhance 
                           land and water 
                   resources to provide 
                multiple benefits in 
                the Valley, making 
                   it a better place 
                      to live, work 
                             and play



ChaptEr 1

Environmental Policy

BACKGROUND

As stated in the 2007 TVA Strategic Plan, “TVA will be proactive in addressing environmental concerns, including those 

related to global climate change.” This Environmental Policy provides board-level guiding principles to successfully lead TVA 

to reduce its environmental impact while continuing to provide reliable and competitively priced power to the Valley. There 

is a growing recognition of the environmental and economic need for an increased emphasis on actions that support 

sustainable initiatives to most effectively meet the three dimensions of the TVA mission. In the Strategic Plan, about half 

of the identified strategic objectives and critical success factors relate directly to TVA’s environmental-related activities and 

policy-making. Following the release of the Strategic Plan, the board asked for the development of an integrated environmental 

policy to outline objectives and critical success factors across the multiple areas of TVA’s activities. The policy also addresses 

TVA’s response to the uncertain future of legislation on greenhouse gases (GHGs), including carbon, and the scarcity of 

available mitigating technologies in a carbon-constrained future. 

ENVirONMENtaL pOLiCY

TVA’s overarching Environmental Policy objective is to 

provide cleaner, reliable and still-affordable energy, support 

sustainable economic growth in the Tennessee Valley, and 

engage in proactive environmental stewardship in a balanced 

and ecologically sound manner. 

in this context, the environmental Policy directly aligns 

with the threefold tva mission of energy, economic  

Development and environment, and, as shown in the 

center of exhibit 1, accents and integrates environmental 

leadership into all aspects of the tva mission. 

the environmental Policy itself is not intended to serve 

as tva’s response to future environmental regulations, 

nor is it intended to outline a specific regulatory forecast 

for planning purposes. rather, the policy establishes an 

overarching framework to guide decision-making and 

future strategic development. the board of directors will 

review the environmental Policy every two years. More 

frequent reviews may be needed to respond to significant 

market and regulatory changes and ensure alignment with 

tva’s strategic priorities.

Cleaner, reliable and still-affordable energy 

tva has an enduring responsibility to deliver reliable and 

affordable power to the residents and businesses in the 

tennessee valley. We have made investments to comply 

with environmental regulations in an efficient and 

affordable manner. We recognize the challenge ahead to 

achieve continuous improvements to make our generation 

portfolio cleaner while still meeting our commitment to a 

reliable and affordable energy supply.

Sustainable economic development

Growth is an important component of maintaining the 

economic vitality of the tennessee valley, and tva  

is committed to continued leadership in economic 

Exhibit 1 
Overall Environmental Policy Alignment With TVA’s Mission
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development. We recognize unplanned growth can place 

great demands on all of our resources and lead to outcomes 

that can erode the quality of life within the tennessee 

valley. We believe the solution lies in achieving sustainable 

community and economic growth while considering 

environmental impacts.

Proactive environmental stewardship

looking forward, we see the magnitude of the environ-

mental challenges growing larger and requiring increas-

ing innovation and leadership to find practical, effective 

and affordable answers to our stewardship challenges. to 

meet the environmental challenges of the 21st century 

and beyond, we must be proactive in our commitment to 

provide both affordable energy and environmental stew-

ardship. We must work together to reduce the “footprint” 

we all impose upon the environment. 

GUiDiNG priNCipLES

tva will continue to integrate responsible environmental 

practices into its business operations by establishing 

goals, measuring progress and reporting performance 

through a comprehensive environmental management 

system. employees are trained on their environmental 

responsibilities and factor environmental considerations into 

business decisions. tva remains committed to complying 

with environmental laws and regulations, with a goal of 

continuous improvement.

Climate Change Mitigation

tva plans to actively reduce its carbon emissions through 

cleaner energy options and energy efficiency initiatives.

Air Quality Improvement

tva improves regional air quality by installing emission 

control equipment on existing generation and planning 

for cleaner future energy options.

Water Resource Protection and Improvement

tva manages an integrated river system for multiple uses 

while striving to provide clean and sufficient water for the 

valley’s needs.

Waste Minimization

tva surveys all aspects of its operational and business 

functions to implement ways to reduce waste and increase 

recycling.

Sustainable Land Use

tva manages public lands for multiple benefits, striving 

to keep them in good environmental health while balancing 

the need for sustainable development.

Natural Resource Management

tva protects natural resources while providing recreational 

opportunities across the valley.

pOLiCY DEVELOpMENt

the development of the environmental Policy followed four 

phases. the first phase identified the key environmental 

focus areas and established an overarching framework 

for the policy. the evaluations performed in the second 

phase analyzed market forces and established a range of 

possible regulatory outcomes, highlighting the potential 

impacts of both on tva. the third phase defined a series of 

environmental objectives and identified the critical success 

factors necessary to meet those objectives. the fourth 

phase asked for public comments and incorporated those 

comments into the final document, subject to approval of 

the policy by the tva Board of Directors.

StaKEhOLDEr iNVOLVEMENt

tva’s evaluation of stakeholders’ suggestions and feedback 

revealed four emerging themes they believe tva should 

emphasize: 

Leadership

tva must take a leadership position in areas of its core 

competency such as nuclear power and hydroelectric power.

Partnerships

tva should expand partnership opportunities with 

stakeholders, such as local, federal and state institutions, 

in specific focus areas.

Coordination

tva should leverage its credibility and position as a federal 

agency to foster coordination among multiple parties to 

achieve common goals.

Commitment

tva should clearly articulate its environmental commitment, 

preferred strategies for least-cost solutions and associated 

performance metrics. 

TVA Environmental Policy 7



CLiMatE ChaNGE MitiGatiON

Environmental Objective
TVA will stop the growth in volume of emissions and reduce the 
rate of carbon emissions by 2020 by supporting a full slate of 
reliable, affordable, lower-carbon-dioxide (CO2) energy-supply 
opportunities and energy efficiency.

Critical Success Factors
• Reduce load growth by at least one-fourth over five years, through 

energy efficiency and demand-side management initiatives.
• Meet the remaining load growth through lower-carbon-emitting 

energy sources such as affordable renewables, nuclear and 
combined heat and power.

• Improve the efficiency of the transmission network, including the 
use of technologies such as Smart Grid, which helps achieve 
environmental benefits through improved communication and 
remote control, making the system more responsive in real time.

• Strive to reduce the rate of carbon and other GHG emissions 
from the existing generation fleet.

• Use affordable regional resources to comply with renewable 
and clean-energy standards and mandates, limiting the use of 
purchased compliance credits.

• Invest in a technology portfolio that supports low- or zero-carbon 
emitting generation options and electricity grid infrastructure 
to support a lower-carbon economy. 

• Promote public education and outreach to encourage energy effi-
ciency, clean end-user energy generation, premium green-energy 
offerings, and regional climate change mitigation opportunities.

air qUaLitY iMprOVEMENt

Environmental Objective
TVA will continue efforts to reduce sulfur-dioxide, nitrogen-oxide, 
mercury and particulate emissions and engage regional and national 
stakeholders to develop better ways to understand, monitor and 
improve regional air quality, including all regulated air emissions.

Critical Success Factors
• Reduce emissions across the system by continuing to install 

emission reduction equipment and new technology to control 
over 80 percent of fossil generation in the next 10 years. 

• Allow for earlier retirement of coal-fired plants if energy efficiency, 
renewables and clean-energy gains exceed targets.

• Elevate air quality improvement as a critical component in 
evaluating future capacity-planning decisions.

• Promote open exchange and collaboration with others to improve 
the industry’s air quality control technology and modeling.

ChaptEr 2 

Environmental Objectives and Critical Success Factors

The Environmental Policy is organized into six environmental areas that encompass the variety of issues faced by TVA. 

These areas are climate change mitigation, air quality improvement, water resource protection and improvement, waste 

minimization, sustainable land use and natural resource management.

8 TVA Environmental Policy
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WatEr rESOUrCE prOtECtiON 
aND iMprOVEMENt

Environmental Objective
TVA will improve reservoir and stream-water quality, reduce the 
impact of its operations, and leverage alliances with local and 
regional stakeholders to promote water conservation.

Critical Success Factors
• Mitigate TVA’s impact on aquatic systems while balancing 

thermal cooling needs with consumptive use. 
• Demonstrate a sustainable reduction of consumptive use of 

water at TVA’s metered facilities.
• Integrate the impacts of water quality and quantity into the 

long-range planning and decision-making process.
• Maintain river system infrastructure for safe operation while 

operating in compliance with the operating policy from TVA’s 
Reservoir Operations Study (ROS).

• Promote the integration of energy efficiency and water con-
servation into community planning and building construction.

• Collaborate in community outreach and partnerships through 
voluntary demonstrations of the efficient use of water resources 
and protection of water quality.

WaStE MiNiMizatiON

Environmental Objective
TVA will drive increased sustainability in existing compliance pro-
grams and waste management practices by focusing on waste 
avoidance, minimizing waste generation, and increasing recy-
cling to reduce environmental impacts.

Critical Success Factors
• Reduce the waste footprint of all TVA facilities by pursuing 

operational and business practices to decrease waste generation 
and improve recycling.

• Increase the percentage of recycled coal-combustion waste.
• Minimize low-level nuclear waste and contribute to efforts by 

industry groups and agencies to formulate innovative and sustain-
able solutions for the management of spent nuclear fuel waste.

• Further reduce the risk of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) 
releases to the environment over time by eliminating use of 
PCBs in large electrical equipment.

SUStaiNabLE LaND USE

Environmental Objective
TVA will strive to maintain the lands under its management in 
good environmental health, balancing their multiple uses, and will 
improve its land transaction processes to support sustainable 
development.

Critical Success Factors
• Actively manage TVA lands to meet the desired conditions for 

their purpose as defined in the Reservoir Land Management 
Plans.

• Develop a policy for managing TVA’s mineral rights that 
considers the potential environmental impacts.

• Improve reservoir shoreline conditions through collaborative 
partnership initiatives and balance the multiple uses of 
the reservoirs in accordance with TVA’s Land Policy and 
Shoreline Management Policy.

• Manage TVA lands, mineral rights, and shoreline access  
to better achieve environmental commitments while  
meeting the needs for recreation, residential access and 
economic development.

NatUraL rESOUrCE MaNaGEMENt

Environmental Objective
TVA will be a leader in natural resource management through  
the implementation of sustainable practices in dispersed  
recreation while balancing the protection of cultural, heritage and 
ecological resources.

Critical Success Factors
•  Allow for properly managed, eco-friendly dispersed recre-

ation while balancing the protection of biological, cultural and  
heritage resources.

• Promote ecological diversity and wildlife habitats on TVA 
lands through partnerships and voluntary initiatives.

• Increase the level of environmental quality and management 
consistency among TVA-managed and -leased recreation  
facilities.



Greenhouse gases are produced by many natural and 

industrial processes. in order of abundance, the top four 

gases are water vapor, Co2, methane and nitrous ox-

ides. GhGs are important to maintaining the temperature 

on the earth. over the past decade, the impact of man-

made GhG emissions has been the focus of much scien-

tific, business and policy debate in the united states and 

abroad. Man-made Co2 originates primarily from fossil-

fuel combustion for transportation, electricity generation 

and industrial processes, accounting for more than 80 

percent of the nation’s total GhG emissions. Forty percent 

of the nation’s Co2 emissions can be directly attributed to 

electricity generation.

tva is a large emitter in the power sector due to the size of 

its fossil generation portfolio. however, about 30 percent of 

tva’s current generation comes from non-carbon-emitting 

sources — nuclear, hydropower, and renewables – and 

that figure is forecast to be over 50 percent by 2020. 

tva’s generating portfolio emissions “intensity” (tons-of-

Co2-per-megawatt-hour) is near the national average and 

considerably better than that of most utilities in the southeast.

legislation has been introduced in the united states 

Congress requiring reductions of GhG emissions, specifically 

focusing on Co2. if enacted, such legislation could result 

in significant additional costs for tva. to prepare to respond 

to this issue, tva has undertaken a study of the oppor-

tunities to reduce GhG emissions in the valley. in order 

to understand the cost-effectiveness of tva’s available 

actions relative to others within the valley economy, tva 

has created a comprehensive catalog of specific opportu-

nities to reduce GhGs and estimated the corresponding 

volumes and relative costs associated with each. those 

opportunities for carbon abatement that are within tva’s 

control or influence are shown with dark-green bars.  

Preliminary output from this analysis is depicted in  

exhibit 2 on the next page.

ChaptEr 3 

Environmental Areas

CLiMatE ChaNGE MitiGatiON
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Source: TVA – Team analysis

Exhibit 2 
Tennessee Valley’s Carbon Abatement Opportunities and TVA Opportunities (TVA shown as dark-green bars)
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the abatement curve visualized in exhibit 2 illustrates the 

range of actions the valley can take to reduce carbon 

emissions, including non-Co2 gases. each bar denotes a 

single type of opportunity to reduce carbon emissions or 

increase carbon absorption. the width of the bar repre-

sents the total net annual emissions reduction that would 

result from pursuing the opportunity. the height of the 

bar highlights the cost of pursuing each option relative to 

the costs that would be incurred if the current practices 

were maintained. sequencing the options from least cost 

to highest cost helps provide a sense of the relative prior-

ity of the abatement measures and can be used to identify 

the least-cost approach to achieving any targeted level of 

emissions reduction.

the shape of the curve warrants explanation. the soci-

etal costs associated with each measure can be positive 

or negative in the aggregate. the benefits received are 

spread over time to one or more beneficiaries who may 

be different from those making the initial investments. a 

“negative cost” implies that pursuing the related option 

will result in a net savings over the life cycle of the oppor-

tunity relative to what would be incurred in the business-

as-usual case. these savings are frequently the result of 

reduced energy costs associated with improved energy 

efficiency. the positive cost options require an incremen-

tal expense to abate emissions above and beyond the 

business-as-usual case.



Five key insights have emerged from this analysis that are of 

critical relevance to TVA’s Environmental Policy:

• A significant amount of energy-efficiency potential exists 

within the Valley and requires a corresponding level of 

investment to realize that potential. 

• Nuclear power options available to TVA can provide significant 

abatement potential at a modest incremental cost.

• Compared to other regions, the Valley has a limited supply 

of renewable energy to support carbon and clean-energy 

objectives.

• Coal generation remains an important resource to meet 

TVA’s mission to deliver low-cost power.

• Modern transmission and distribution grid technologies 

can help support the transition to a lower-carbon energy 

supply by improved real-time information and controls.

Given the potential for legislation that will require  

tva to find ways to reduce GhG emissions – particularly 

carbon emissions – we must position tva to address the 

challenge of operating in a carbon-constrained world. 

specifically, tva will continue to reduce the carbon  

intensity of its generating system and take advantage 

of lower-Co2-emitting energy sources consistent with 

maintaining a reliable and affordable energy supply. 

technology innovations will be needed to address the 

intermittency of many renewable generation sources. 

tva will target reducing load growth by at least  

one-fourth in five years through energy efficiency and 

demand response while meeting the remaining load 

growth through lower-carbon-emitting options.

12 TVA Environmental Policy

2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• In 2009, approximately 45 percent of TVA’s generation 

came from non- or low-emitting generating sources (hydro, 
nuclear and green power), up from 37 percent in 2007. 

• Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 is on schedule for 
completion by fall 2012 to provide 1,150 megawatts 
(MW) of air emission-free generation.

• Nearly 600 MW of capacity has been added due to 
modernization of hydro facilities.

• TVA’s efficiency and peak demand reduction initiatives  
exceeded 2009 goals. Summer peak power demand was  
reduced by 208 MW, surpassing the goal of 189 MW.

• TVA has signed contracts adding up to 1,380 MW of new  
renewable or clean energy resources to its generating system.

• TVA continues work on its Integrated Resource Plan, 
which began in 2009, to identify resources to meet the 
Tennessee Valley’s energy needs for the next 20 years, 
in accordance with the principles and objectives set 
forth in TVA’s 2008 Environmental Policy.

• TVA’s Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan set 
goals to reduce Scope 1, 2, and 3 GhG emissions and 
develop and maintain a comprehensive agency GhG 
inventory. Reduction will be achieved through building 
energy efficiency, renewable energy credits, increased 
use of more-fuel-efficient vehicles, waste disposal 
reduction, transmission and distribution loss reduction, 
and decreased employee travel.

•  To support carbon reduction through the emerging use of 
electricity for fuel, TVA has made its first Smart Model Area 
Recharge Terminal, or SMART Station, available in 2010.

hard Spots
• New clean air controls on fossil fuel units have reduced  

efficiency in some cases, thus increasing the CO2 
emissions rate (CO2 tons/MWh output) for those units. 

• More stringent regulations to carbon emissions may 
demand reductions beyond current funding plans and 
could impact TVA’s ability to meet requirements and 
Executive Order goals.

• Carbon capture control equipment will not be 
commercially viable for another five to 10 years. 
Commercial deployment of carbon capture control 
equipment is possible within 10 to 15 years. 

• Availability of regional, low-cost, large-scale renewable 
resources is limited. There are also challenges 
associated with integration and storage of local 
renewable energy.

• As a government agency, TVA does not qualify to 
receive most of the federal tax incentives, credits or 
grants offered for investment in clean and renewable 
energy resources.
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tva is a regional leader in the installation and operation 

of air emission control equipment through an aggressive 

investment of more than $4.8 billion. this investment has 

reduced tva’s sulfur-dioxide emissions by about 83 percent 

since 1977, and lowered nitrogen-oxide emissions during 

the summer ozone season by 81 percent since 1995. as 

an additional benefit of these controls, mercury emissions 

also have been reduced. tva’s efforts have contributed 

to continued air quality improvement across the region. 

these improvements are important to the quality of life 

and economic sustainability in the valley. the fundamentals 

of tva’s program focus on complying with air pollution 

control requirements, considering air-quality impacts on 

urban and environmentally sensitive areas, and supporting 

stakeholder interests. tva’s Clean air Program is based on 

a strategy of self-compliance that involves the installation 

of controls on fossil plants to achieve tangible air quality 

and health benefits for valley citizens with a limited use 

of the allowance markets.

Despite these successes, work remains. ePa’s Clean air 

interstate rule, more-restrictive national ambient air 

Quality standards, and future mercury and regional haze 

requirements will ensure that regional air quality continues 

to improve. in the ongoing effort to contribute to that 

improvement, tva will continue to reduce its sulfur-dioxide, 

nitrogen-oxide, mercury and particulate emissions. We will 

pursue this objective by continuing to invest in assets that 

will measurably reduce emissions from fossil-fired plants 

and thereby improve air quality. this investment will re-

duce emissions across the system through the installation 

of emission reduction equipment and new technology to 

control over 80 percent of fossil generation in the next 10 

years. it’s possible that, if energy efficiency efforts yield 

higher load reductions than forecast, we will have an op-

portunity to retire higher-emitting fossil plants earlier. in 

addition, tva will continue to engage regional and na-

tional stakeholders to develop better ways to understand, 

monitor and improve regional air quality. 

air qUaLitY iMprOVEMENt

2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• TVA has invested $5.5 billion to reduce air emissions at 

its fossil plants as part of its ongoing clean air program.
• TVA continues efforts to further reduce its fossil 

emissions. In 2008, a sulfur-dioxide scrubber began 
operating at Bull Run Fossil Plant, and the construction 
of scrubbers at Kingston Fossil Plant was completed. 

• TVA’s annual sulfur-dioxide emissions were down by 91 
percent in 2009 from the peak 1977 level. 

• In 2009, TVA operated nitrogen-oxide controls on fossil 
units year-round for the first time, and annual emissions 
were at their lowest level since all 59 fossil units were 
placed in service.

• Air quality has improved over the last decade. Ozone 
particulates are diminishing and visibility is increasing. 

hard Spots
• Complying with new and evolving clean air regulations  

presents challenges. Integrated generation and 
transmission utility operations will require complex 
implementation, increasing the risk that noncompliance 
due to regulatory requirements will conflict with prudent 
and reliable operations.

• Several new, more stringent National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are proposed or 
forthcoming. As these standards are finalized, it is likely 
that large portions of the Valley will be out of attainment 
with new standards, despite air quality improvements.



tva operates the tennessee river system to provide a 

wide range of public benefits: year-round navigation, 

flood-damage reduction, affordable electricity, improved 

water quality, water supply, land use and recreation. 

in 2004, the tva Board approved a new operating policy 

based on the results of the agency’s reservoir operations 

study. the policy maintains tva’s ability to meet its  

fundamental responsibilities for flood control, commercial 

navigation and power production while protecting water 

quality and accommodating the increased demands created 

by recreational and residential growth. it shifts the focus of 

tva’s reservoir operations from achieving specific summer 

pool elevations on the reservoirs to managing the flow of 

water throughout the river system in an integrated way to 

support multiple demands. 

tva pursues its progressive management of water quality 

and water quantity impacts through the permitting of 

activities on and around tva reservoirs; the collection, 

maintenance, and distribution of water quality information; 

targeted water quality improvement initiatives; and strategies 

to manage increased water demand. 

the increasing demand for water due to residential,  

commercial and industrial growth requires a focus on re-

source conservation in the tennessee valley region. in 

addition, chronic rainfall deficits can result in low water 

flows, which could lead to future constraints on power 

operations. rapid growth coupled with the challenge of 

availability further amplifies the importance of balancing 

resource management activities for multiple, and often 

competing, uses across the valley.

Facing these challenges, tva will lead by example. tva 

will demonstrate an efficient use of water in its operations 

and will collaborate and coordinate with internal and  

external stakeholders to protect and improve water qual-

ity and sufficiency, while maintaining an in-depth knowl-

edge of changing conditions in the river system. tva’s 

goal is to mitigate its impact on aquatic systems while 

balancing thermal cooling needs with consumptive use. 

at the same time, tva will continue to improve river sys-

tem operations to balance diverse demands.

WatEr rESOUrCE prOtECtiON aND iMprOVEMENt
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2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• TVA is recognized as a pioneer in water resource 

stewardship through the implementation of water 
quality improvement programs such as Targeted 
Watershed Initiatives, the Clean Marina Initiative, Vital 
Signs Monitoring, Reservoir Releases Improvement, 
and other water resource-related campaigns. These 
programs enable TVA to work with stakeholders to 
identify and quantify water resource issues, build 
collaborative partnerships, develop improvement plans, 
leverage funding and implement improvement projects. 

• TVA is substituting nontraditional water sources for 
fresh water, including storm water runoff, treated 
sewage effluents and agricultural runoff, and continues 
to seek other opportunities for similar water reuse 
projects at power facilities.

• TVA’s Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan 
includes water use efficiency improvement goals, 
water reuse strategies and sustainable storm-water 
management practices. The plan also sets goals to 
reduce potable and nonpotable water use. 

• There are now 85 marinas participating in TVA’s Clean  
Marina Initiative, which helps marina owners and 
operators protect water quality by addressing such 
activities as marina siting, sewage management, oil and 
gas control, and erosion prevention.

hard Spots
• Water quality is affected by many different variables 

beyond TVA’s control (e.g., land use, development, 
weather); therefore, it can be difficult to create positive 
change in streams and watersheds.

• Water quality in the Tennessee Valley has improved for  
some reservoirs, but standards continue to evolve. 
Changing standards cause more segments of rivers in 
the Valley to be listed as impaired for their intended use.

• The growing number of new water-related regulatory  
initiatives and more-stringent water quality standards 
will challenge TVA’s ability to manage Valley water 
resources cost-effectively and maintain the reliability of 
TVA’s generating plants.

• Thermal compliance continues to be a challenge 
because of high temperatures and low flows. TVA is 
taking various measures to address the issue such 
as increasing its use of cooling towers and adjusting 
power plant operations.
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tva manages an array of different wastes, including  

municipal solid waste, wastewater, hazardous waste,  

low- and high-level nuclear waste, other regulated wastes 

(e.g., asbestos and PCBs), scrap metal, office waste, and 

coal-combustion waste, which includes fly ash, bottom 

ash and gypsum. one of tva’s strengths is its waste  

management system and the day-to-day implementation of 

this system at the various facilities by trained environmental 

personnel. employees help integrate waste-management 

expertise at every level of tva to minimize the impact on 

valley resources.

tva has a strong focus on the use of coal-combustion 

waste, which comprises its single largest waste stream. 

approximately 43 percent of this waste is recycled into 

by-products. similarly, tva recycles the majority of its 

electronic waste and scrap metal. While focusing on 

compliance with waste requirements, tva uses a team 

approach to seek out and implement further waste-

minimization opportunities. in addition, the agency is 

collaborating with others to identify sustainable solutions 

for better management of nuclear waste. 

tva will reduce its waste footprint in regulated materials 

and increase the percentage of recycled coal-combustion 

waste. in this effort, tva will augment its existing compliance 

programs and waste management practices by focusing on 

waste reduction at the source (in part through improved 

procurement practices), avoiding waste generation, and 

increasing recycling efforts (especially of municipal waste). 

WaStE MiNiMizatiON 

2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• TVA plans to eliminate all wet ash and gypsum storage 

in the system and convert its 11 operating coal-fired 
power plants to dry storage in eight to 10 years.

• TVA has reduced the volume of toxic chemicals 
purchased in corporate office buildings by over  
90 percent since 1995. 

• TVA’s Office Recycling Program has a 35 percent 
recycling rate for office waste at its Knoxville and 
Chattanooga locations. In 2010, two facilities were 
added to the program, bringing the total to 15 
participating facilities.

• From 1998 through 2009, TVA reduced its PCB 
large equipment inventory by 70 percent, with the 
reduction initiative ongoing. 

• TVA’s Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan 
set goals to reduce waste and prevent pollution. 
Reduction will be achieved through increased 
diversion of nonhazardous solid waste (corporate 
and facility recycling programs), increased wood 
waste recycling, and reduction of chemical waste 
and printing paper use.

hard Spots
• TVA needs to further reduce its PCB large 

equipment, which will require more detailed 
inventories and coordinated outage planning.

• Six TVA fossil plants are involved in TVA’s coal-
combustion products recycling program (usually 
over 1.5 million tons recycled each year). however, 
the program has been stymied by ongoing debate 
and uncertainty associated with the potential EPA 
regulation to classify coal-combustion products 
as hazardous waste. Regulatory changes in 
classification could further impact recycling rates, 
already decreased due to the economic downturn. 

• With nuclear generation increasing to meet low-carbon 
generation goals, nuclear waste (low-level radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel) will increase.



SUStaiNabLE LaND USE

tva manages public lands for multiple benefits, including 

economic development, conservation and recreation. tva 

is the steward of 293,000 acres of public land and 11,000 

miles of shoreline in the valley along the tennessee river. 

in addition, tva maintains 293,000 acres of flowage easement 

rights, 258,000 acres of transmission rights-of-way, 35,000 

acres of facility properties and 159,000 acres of mineral rights.

When deciding the proper uses of tva-managed lands 

and shoreline or acquiring properties for its operations, 

tva, while ensuring compliance with appropriate laws 

and regulations, considers the effects of these activities 

on the environment. 

section 26a of the tva act gives tva permitting jurisdiction 

over proposed construction in and along the tennessee 

river and its tributaries. under this jurisdiction, tva has 

the responsibility to address obstructions that might affect 

navigation, flood control and public lands. 

increasing growth within the region necessitates a balance 

of resource conservation, sustainable economic development 

and eco-friendly recreation. to demonstrate and promote 

best practices in sustainable land use, tva intends to lead 

by example. it will maintain the public lands under its 

management in good environmental health to support 

multiple uses in meeting diverse stakeholder expectations. 

it will also improve its acquisition, development and disposal 

of managed lands to support sustainable development in 

the valley. 

these efforts will align with tva’s land Policy, approved 

by the tva Board in november 2006, and its shoreline 

Management Policy, approved by the board in June 1999. 

these policies direct tva to manage and balance the 

multiple uses of lands under its jurisdiction and use its 

environmental decision-making process to minimize the 

environmental liabilities and impacts and ensure compliance. 

tva will continue to actively manage its public lands to 

meet the desired conditions for their defined purpose, 

and it will also develop a policy for managing mineral 

rights that considers the potential environmental impacts.
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2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• TVA’s Natural Resource Plan, to be completed in spring 

2011, is a first in the nation for utilities and other federal 
agencies. It will evaluate the implementation of TVA’s 
reservoir lands planning, water and natural resource 
management, and recreation processes and strategies. 

• At some 400 sites identified throughout the Valley, about 
75 miles of shoreline have been treated to stabilize 
critically eroding soil or priority archaeological sites. 

• TVA has ended the Maintain and Gain Program formerly 
part of its Shoreline Management Policy.

• In February 2010, TVA implemented new guidelines 
to achieve consistency in its management of new and 
existing commercial recreation agreements, particularly 
those governing campgrounds and marinas.

• TVA’s Environmental Information Center was established 
to improve stakeholder relationships and provide 
consistent environmental information to the public.

• The 26a permitting process was centralized for 
efficiency and consistency. Section 26a of the TVA Act 
requires TVA approval for any construction that affects 
navigation, flood control or public lands along the 
shoreline of the Tennessee River system.

hard Spots
• Comprehensive land condition assessments are 

necessary to monitor reservoir land and establish 
resources required for proactive and responsible 
stewardship of TVA public lands. To date, approximately 
6 percent of TVA reservoir lands have been assessed, 
with 25 percent meeting desired conditions. Completion 
of land condition assessments and improvement of 
land conditions are dependent on adequate resource 
availability. 

• A comprehensive mineral rights policy has not been 
developed. This policy action is under review.

• Unauthorized use and impacts to TVA land and land rights 
(such as the building of unauthorized structures, land 
disturbance or modification, and clearing of vegetation) 
affect recreation, natural resource management and 
sustainable land use. TVA has developed a plan to 
prioritize and address violations and encroachments.
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NatUraL rESOUrCE MaNaGEMENt

tva manages natural resources in the valley while  

providing for many types of recreational opportunities. the 

agency has set aside more than 181,000 acres of public land 

for natural resource management, which includes the en-

hancement of wildlife habitat and dispersed informal recre-

ation. tva also oversees and manages an additional 31,000 

acres for sensitive resources. the guidelines for use of these 

sensitive land resources include restrictions on activities that 

might endanger significant cultural or natural features.

tva has more archaeological sites per acre under its  

management than any other federal agency; more than 10,000 

archaeological sites have been identified on tva-managed 

lands. since 1976, tva has maintained information on rare 

plants and animals, caves and other environmentally sensi-

tive resources in the 80,000-square-mile tva service area. 

in its approach to natural resource management, tva will 

demonstrate leadership through the ecologically sound 

management of natural resources and the protection of 

cultural and heritage resources. tva is committed to  

increasing the proportion of tva-managed resources 

that meet the desired environmental conditions of sustain-

able recreation, ecological diversity and cultural resource  

protection. More and more residents and visitors are  

enjoying the diverse, unique natural resources of the  

valley by engaging in dispersed recreation activities 

such as hiking, birdwatching and fishing. an increase in 

outdoor activity has been shown to result not only in a 

healthier lifestyle but also a greater awareness of the im-

portance of natural resource conservation. an increase 

in conservation practices by the public helps ensure the 

unique and beautiful valley resources will be preserved 

for the continued enjoyment of generations to come. 

to support this objective, tva will pursue collaboration 

and partnerships to improve the delivery of its natural 

resource management activities, while also increasing the 

effectiveness of dispersed public recreation and reducing 

the impact of human uses on the environment. tva will 

allow for properly managed, eco-friendly dispersed recreation 

on the lands it manages while balancing that goal with the 

protection of biological, cultural and heritage resources.

2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

highlights
• In 2009, TVA partnered with government and 

nongovernmental organizations to improve habitat on 
TVA lands. Current partners include the Tennessee 
Wildlife Resources Agency, Quail Forever, Ducks 
Unlimited and the University of Tennessee. 

• In 2009, TVA developed an on-the-ground land 
condition assessment methodology to determine 
whether individual parcels of land meet desired 
conditions. It also measures parameters of public use 
and sensitive resource protection and determines 
needs for appropriate stewardship.

• In 2010, TVA conducted inspections of 130 commercial 
campgrounds located on TVA property to determine 
compliance with environmental and regulatory 
requirements, contract provisions and permitting 
requirements. In 2011, TVA will continue working to 
ensure all commercial recreation facilities are brought 
fully into compliance.

• TVA is studying ways to address the future natural 
resource needs of the Tennessee Valley through 
its Natural Resource Plan, which will evaluate the 
implementation of TVA’s reservoir land planning, 
natural resource management, water resource 
management, and recreation processes and strategies.

hard Spots
• Comprehensive land condition assessments need to 

be done to determine whether reservoir lands currently 
meet desired conditions and to establish the resources 
and funding required for proactive and responsible 
stewardship of TVA public lands. 

• Areas of shoreline have been identified that have 
potential or actual erosion of important archaeological 
resources along the Tennessee River and its 
tributaries. Some of these areas have been protected, 
although resource limitations and other environmental 
considerations prevent protecting all of them. 



ChaptEr 4 

Commitments

COMMitMENtS tO OUr CUStOMErS

in collaboration with our 155 distributors, tva is committed 

to providing low-cost, reliable power to more than 9 million res-

idents and businesses and 56 directly served large indus-

trial and federal facilities in the seven states of the tennes-

see valley. tva’s new environmental Policy, in accordance 

with the 2007 tva strategic Plan, emphasizes three issues 

that are important from its customers’ perspective: main-

taining affordable rates; expanding collaboration, outreach 

and education; and furthering the valley’s quality of life.

Affordable rates

• tva will strive to manage potential future rate increases 

for new generation and transmission construction by col-

laborating with distributors and customers to pursue lower-

cost energy-efficiency and load-management options that 

may partially offset the need for capacity additions.

• For large commercial and industrial customers, tva 

will continue to focus on rates as a principal measure 

of affordability and competitiveness when promoting 

cost-effective energy-efficiency and load-management 

programs.

• For residential and small commercial customers, tva 

will emphasize the total bill impact by focusing on the 

combined effect of rate and consumption.

Collaboration, outreach and education 

• tva will increase its focus on education and outreach 

to inform valley residents on key issues, including  

energy efficiency and renewables, water conservation 

and natural resource protection.

• tva will collaborate with distributors and directly 

served customers to implement enabling technologies 

for clean-energy and energy-efficiency solutions.

Quality of life

• tva will continue to promote an improved quality 

of life with an emphasis on the deployment of clean,  

low-carbon emissions technology in the valley.

• tva will consider the environmental footprint of  

industries recruited into the valley.

• tva will improve air quality and continue to promote 

the sustainable management of land, water and natural 

resources.

• tva will provide for the expansion of ecologically 

friendly recreation activities within the valley. 
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2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review

StaKEhOLDEr iNVOLVEMENt
Leadership
• Development of new nuclear facilities and modernization 

of existing hydro facilities to improve efficiency 
demonstrate TVA’s leadership. 

• TVA’s technology leadership is focused on three 
signature technologies: electric transportation, smart 
grid transmission and small modular nuclear reactors.

Partnerships
• TVA partners with nonprofit organizations, and local, 

state and federal agencies, to develop and implement 
Natural Resource Management and Sustainable Land Use 
projects.

• TVA collaborates with the Electric Power Research  
Institute (EPRI), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 
the national energy research laboratories, and other  
regional, national and international energy consortiums 
to share expertise in key technology areas.

Coordination
• TVA chartered the Regional Resource Stewardship 

Council in 2000 to obtain feedback and coordinate 
the agency’s decisions regarding management of 
Tennessee Valley natural resources and TVA-managed 
public lands, water bodies and ecosystems. 

• TVA began two initiatives that involve coordination with 
and briefings to Stakeholder Review Groups. 

 – Integrated Resource Plan: Also known as “TVA’s 
Environmental and Energy Future,” the plan 
identifies resources to meet the energy needs of the 
Tennessee Valley over the next 20 years. 

 – Natural Resource Plan: Implements sustainable 
practices to protect natural and cultural resources while 
providing recreation opportunities across the region.

Commitment
• TVA, in collaboration with its 155 distributors, is 

committed to providing low-cost, reliable power to more 
than 9 million residents and businesses and 56 directly 
served large industrial and federal facilities in the seven 
states of the Tennessee Valley.

• Commitment to the environment is an integral part 
of TVA’s Strategic Plan, which is aligned with its 
Environmental Policy.

• On June 2, 2010, TVA submitted its first Strategic 
Sustainability Performance Plan, as directed by 
Executive Order 13514 (Federal Leadership in 
Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance), to 
the Office of Management and Budget. This plan sets 
goals in seven key areas related to sustainable practices 
(see Performance Indicators on page 17).
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pErFOrMaNCE iNDiCatOrS

tva has an established set of metrics to monitor how 

well its performance fulfills the threefold tva mission 

highlighted in the 2007 strategic Plan, which outlines the 

policy level direction for tva. examples of these metrics 

are shown in exhibit 3 on the next page. they include 

the metrics that are found in tva’s strategic Plan, such as  

delivered cost of power, economic development index, 

and environmental performance, and additional ones  

associated with the environmental Policy. this combined 

set of performance metrics establishes the successful trans-

lation of the tva environmental Policy into specific and 

measurable indicators that can be monitored for imple-

mentation of the policy. tva will implement these metrics 

in an integrated approach to close the gap between the 

current level and desired improvement in environmental 

performance.

2010 comments based on Environmental Policy 
review (continued)

Commitment (continued)
• An online Environmental Report Card was developed to 

track TVA’s environmental performance as set forth in 
TVA’s Environmental Policy. The report card is currently 
available to all TVA employees, and will be made 
available to the public via TVA’s forthcoming Corporate 
Accountability Report.

• TVA’s Environmental Report Card consists of key 
environmental indicators that monitor the impact of its 
business on the environment. 

• TVA’s Office of the Inspector General has conducted a 
review of TVA’s environmental performance results in 
order to provide an objective assessment to the board 
of directors and Congress and to highlight challenges 
facing TVA.

• TVA initiated and led the first Utility Environmental 
Benchmarking Forum on May 12-13, 2010. The forum 
facilitates a voluntary exchange of information on 
goals, ideas and experiences among utilities and 
environmentally focused industrial organizations to 
promote environmental improvement. 

• In June 2010, TVA submitted its Strategic Sustainability 
Performance Plan to the U.S. Office of Management 
and Budget, as directed by Executive Order 13514, 
Federal Leadership in Environment, Energy, and 
Economic Performance. The Plan sets goals in seven 
key areas: 1) greenhouse gas reduction, 2) high 
performance facilities and water use efficiency, 3) waste 
reductions, 4) regional and local integrated planning, 

 5) sustainable acquisitions, 6) electronic stewardship
 and 7) agency innovation. 
• The TVA Environmental Footprint is a quantitative  

representation of the performance of TVA’s core 
environmental metrics, and is benchmarked against 
metrics from other top utility companies. TVA’s 
performance is compared to benchmark data to 
establish an environmental footprint score and tier 
ranking within the utility industry. 

• A Corporate Accountability Report is being developed 
that will encompass the sustainability principles of 
economic, environmental and social issues, combined 
with TVA’s Annual Report.

2010 comments based on 
Environmental Policy review
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Exhibit 3 
Aligning TVA’s Mission With Environmental Commitments and Performance Measures

The large circles represent the threefold TVA mission, while the intersections of the circles represent a higher quality of life realized 

through an integrated approach of pursuing cleaner energy, promoting sustainable growth and providing proactive stewardship.

StaNDarD OF LiViNG

• Customer Satisfaction

• TFO/Asset Value

• Quality of Jobs

• Recordable Injury Rate

• Cultural health Index

aFFOrDabLE, rELiabLE ENErGY

• Connection Point Interruptions

• Equivalent Availability Generation Assets

• Productivity

CLEaNEr ENErGY

• Energy Efficiency Targets:

 – Participation in DSM Initiatives

 – MW Reduction

• Renewables Targets

• Emission Rates (CO2, SO2, NOX, hg)

ENVirONMENtaL StEWarDShip 

• Environmental Performance

• Stream Miles Improvement

• Waste Reduction

• Recreational Use 

• Land Meeting Desired Uses

ECONOMiC DEVELOpMENt

• Economic Development Index

• Jobs Created and Retained

• Environment Footprint of  

 Recruited Industries

SUStaiNabLE GrOWth

• Average Retail Price of Power

TVA Strategic Plan Metrics

Additional Environmental Metrics

Online Resources

View this policy electronically at www.tva.com/environment/policy.htm

View the 2007 TVA Strategic Plan at www.tva.gov/stratplan

View the results of the Reservoir Operations Study at www.tva.gov/environment/reports/ros_eis

View TVA’s Land Management Policy at www.tva.gov/river/landandshore/land_policy.htm

View TVA’s Shoreline Management Policy at www.tva.gov/river/landandshore/landuse_shore.htm
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